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Year 10

Teacher Guidance Notes

‘Alcohol, Drugs and Using the Road’

Learning Outcomes
•

Students will be able to describe the ‘shared use’ concept of the road environment

•

Students will be able to identify the attributes and skills required to be a good driver/rider

•

Students will be able to give examples of how alcohol and other drugs can affect these attributes and skills

•

Students will be able to explain the possible consequences of using the road whilst ‘under the influence’ of drugs or alcohol

Background Information
Students in Year 10 are becoming increasingly independent of both parents
and school. They will have friends their parents won’t get to know and will go
to new places with exposure to new situations. They may start a part-time
job, often with the aspiration of saving up for a car. With school during the
day this is likely to be in the evenings or at weekends when public transport
is often not available. They will need to travel independently, and it may not
always be possible to rely on lifts and public transport.
The activities in this lesson are designed to encourage students to discuss a
variety of issues related to vehicle ownership, a moped or scooter.
They will have explored their own attitudes towards it, the legal implications
and the safety implications. They will also have thought about the costs and
responsibilities involved in owning and riding a moped.

Part 1: Research (The notes below will help you to validate the students’ research findings)
By completing this activity students will find out for themselves about owning and riding a moped or scooter.
The laws controlling the use of motorcycles on the road are more complicated than those controlling the use of cars. Restrictions
apply depending on the age of the rider, the type of licence and the type and power of the machine.

What is a moped?
•

A moped is a type of low-powered motorcycle designed to provide an economical and relatively safe mode of transport. They
used to essentially be bicycles with a ‘helper’ motor attached and still had pedals, but are now more similar to a motorcycle
with a ‘step-through’ or ‘step-over’ design and usually without pedals, the description ‘moped’ inferring any low-powered
motor driven cycle with an engine capacity of less than 50cc and a maximum design speed of 31mph.

Note: If you de-restrict your moped, it is then legally a motorcycle and motorcycle laws apply!!
Who is eligible to ride a moped?
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•

Riders must be at least 16 years old

•

Must hold a provisional moped licence entitling them to ride a moped
on the road as a learner with L-plates (D-plates in Wales)

•

The provisional licence is only valid when the rider has a DL196
certificate issued on completion of a CBT (compulsory basic training)
by an ATB (approved training body)

•

To ride a moped on the road without displaying L-plates the rider
must have taken and passed a theory and practical driving test

•

Provisional licences expire after 2 years if the rider has not passed
a test, but can be extended by retaking the CBT
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How to get a licence
•

This must be applied for on a formal DVLA application form (obtainable from the Post Office)

What training is required?
•

A CBT (compulsory basic training) must be
completed before a learner moped or motorcycle
rider can ride on the road with L-plates (or D-plates
in Wales)

•

The CBT can only be carried out with Approved
Training Bodies (ATBs) using qualified instructors,
regulated by the Driving Standards Agency and the
course content laid down by law

•

After satisfactory completion of the CBT, the rider
will be issued with a DL 196 – this is a legal
document which validates the relevant entitlements
on the driving licence, so must be kept safely

What is a CBT?
•

CBT stands for Compulsory Basic training. It was introduced in 1990 to help reduce the very high accident rate among
inexperienced motorcyclists.

•

The CBT must be taken at an ATB (Approved Training Body) with qualified instructors, regulated by the Driving Standards
Agency and the course content laid down by law

•

The course involves five elements:
-    A. Introduction
-    B. Practical on-site training
-    C. Practical on-site assessed riding
-    D. Practical on-road training
-    E. Practical on-road assessed riding

•

The five elements must be completed in sequence, the rider only moving on to the next element when the instructor
is satisfied that the rider has learned the necessary theory and demonstrated the practical skills to a safe basic level

•

Trainees must, by law, receive a minimum of two hours on-road riding (Element E)

•

When all five elements have been completed to the instructor’s satisfaction, a certificate of completion, the DL 196
will be issued. This is an important legal document and must be kept safely.

•

The DL 196 will expire after two years if both theory and practical tests are not passed before the expiry date (this
can include a car driving test). The certificate may also be extended by retaking the CBT

•

Most ATB centres will provide a bike and helmet for the course – remember the rider cannot legally ride their own bike to the
ATB – they would have to arrange for the bike to be transported or a for a qualified and insured rider to ride it there for them
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What Protective Clothing is Required?

It is very important that riders wear the correct protective clothing to:
•

Reduce injuries should they come off their moped

•

Protect from the weather

•

Assist other road-users to see them

Safety Helmets
•

By law they must wear a safety helmet when riding a motorcycle
on the road.

•

Helmets must comply with British Standard BS 6658:1985 and
carry the BSI kitemark

•

Or must comply with UNECE Regulation 22.05 (Note: 04 and 03
helmets have been seen for sale on internet auction sites and at
car-boot sales)

•

If the helmet receives any serious impact it should be replaced
damage is not always visible to the naked eye. Riders should
avoid purchasing second-hand helmets for this reason.

Visors or goggles
•

These are not a legal requirement, but if worn then the law applies.

•

They are vital to protect the rider’s eyes from wind, rain, insects and road dirt.

•

They must comply with the BSI kitemark or ECE R22.05

•

50% tint is the darkest allowed by law

•

Tinted visors or goggles should not be worn if it is dark or poor visibility

•

It is important to keep visors/goggles clean (wash in warm soapy water – do not use solvents or petrol)

•

If the rider needs glasses or contact lenses to read a number plate at the prescribed distance, then they must be
worn when riding on the road

Protective Clothing
•

This may be man-made material or leather

•

Look for additional protection for the shoulders, back, elbows and knees

•

Do not ride a moped in tee-shirts, shorts or even jeans – if the rider is unlucky enough to come off their moped,
even at slow speeds the injuries caused to the flesh against tarmac can be very serious indeed!

Gloves and gauntlets
•

Essential items – if the rider comes off, they can seriously injure their hands

•

Hands and feet can become painfully cold when riding, even in mild weather, and can then affect the rider’s ability
to control their moped

Motorcycle boots
•

v

Essential items – ankles and feet need enough protection to avoid serious injury if the rider takes a fall
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Visibility Aids
•

Many road collisions involving motorcyclists happen because
other road users just don’t see them.

•

Riders need to be visible from the side as well as the front
and back – they should wear fluorescent clothing in daylight
and reflective clothing at night – riding with headlights on
dipped beam also improves the rider’s visibility to other
road-users

Can a moped rider carry a pillion passenger?
•

To carry a pillion passenger the rider must have a full licence
for the machine they are riding

•

The bike must be adapted to carry a pillion – have a rear
seat and footrests

•

The pillion passenger must wear a legal safety helmet and
sit astride the bike facing forward (side-saddle is illegal)

•

The pillion passenger should check that the rider is insured
for a passenger – some insurances do not include this cover

Does a moped rider need road tax, insurance and
MOT certificate for their bike?
•

Yes, mopeds are subject to all the same traffic laws as
other vehicles

•

For motorcycles road tax varies with engine size  
mopeds come in the cheapest bracket

•

To obtain road tax the rider must produce a current MOT
certificate if the bike is three years old or over, and a valid
certificate of insurance

•

It is illegal to ride without insurance.

•

Insurance costs will depend on the type of insurance
(Third Party = minimum required; Third Party Fire and
Theft; Fully Comprehensive) the age of the rider, the size
and make of the bike and the area where you live)

•

The MOT test applies to all motorcycles, mopeds and
scooters over three years old.

The test must be renewed every year at an appointed vehicle
testing station and the pass certificate is a legal document that
must be produced to renew the road tax.

Can you ride a moped on the Motorway?
•

No, it is illegal - all motorised cycles, motorbikes, mopeds or scooters under 50cc are excluded from using UK Motorways
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What about quad bikes?
•

Quad bikes are not made to be driven on the road. They do not conform to regulations regarding tyres, horns,
lights, speedometers etc and so it is illegal to ride them on the road or pavement.

•

However, there are now ‘road legal’ quad bikes (quadricycles) with a classification like the car or motorcycle

•

There are legal definitions for quadricycles – these can be obtained from the Department for Transport

•

Any powered vehicle used on the public highway must comply with all aspects of traffic law.

What about ‘mini-motos’ (mini-motorbikes)
•

Any powered vehicle used on the public highway
must comply with all aspects of traffic law.

•

To ride legally on the road the rider must:
-    Be 16 years old or over
-    Have a valid driving licence
-    Have road tax for the vehicle
-    Have insurance for the vehicle
-    Have a current MOT certificate
-    Wear a legally approved safety helmet
-    Even off-road it is only legal to ride a mini-moto on
     private land and with the landowner’s permission.

Note: The Police have the power to seize and
CRUSH any illegally ridden machines!!! Part
2: Consequences of Breaking the Law
These are just the same as for any other road-user
and include:
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•

Points on the licence; loss of licence; riding/
driving ban

•

Loss of insurance; increased premium; refusal
to insure

•

Prosecution and compensation claims where
damage or injury has occurred

•

Seizing and crushing of an illegally ridden
machine

